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Abstract. Monte Carlo validation of proton therapy treatment plans is one
method to improve the quality of delivered irradiation by reducing the dose
calculation uncertainty, but its use is hampered by its typically slow speed in
comparison to the overall planning and treatment workflow. Most attempts at
fast Monte Carlo calculation have hitherto used locally-based clusters or graphical
processing units, usually combined with a simplified implementation of the proton
transport. Here we present the use of cloud computing to perform rapid Monte
Carlo dose estimation using the comprehensive physics model implemented within
GEANT4. Mock proton treatment plans in a head-and-neck phantom were
validated using 1600 Google Cloud CPUs. The plan consisted of 16 million
voxels each approximately 1×1×2 mm3 in size, and 10 million primary particles
were tracked, giving a dose uncertainty of 1% within the high-dose region. The
validation was completed in just 6 minutes and cost $11.20 (£7.17); reduced
execution time is possible with more CPUs, bringing real-time validation within
reach. Use of commercial cloud-based infrastructure can eliminate much of the
local computing cost for this application, and on-demand scalability is expected
to allow decreased calculation turnaround time without incurring greater cost.
Security concerns are likely to be solvable, and costs are likely to reduce. We
conclude that cloud computing is an efficient and cost effective way of simulating
radiation transport in a patient, making it attractive as a treatment planning or
plan validation tool for any radiotherapy modality.
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1. Introduction

Proton beam therapy is a radiotherapy modality whereby accelerated protons are
used to deliver dose to tumours while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. Proton
therapy has particular advantages over conventional X-ray radiotherapy in cases where
the integral dose to healthy tissue must be minimised, for example in paediatric
cancers (MacDonald et al. 2011). By the end of 2013 more than 100,000 patients
had been treated with proton beam therapy worldwide (PTCOG 2014), and proton
beam therapy is rapidly expanding to treat ever more patients each year. While the
dose distribution offered by proton therapy is superior, the full benefits cannot yet be
realised due to limitations in both patient imaging and treatment planning. Treatment
planning for proton therapy makes use of analytic or semi-analytic dose models, in
particular the so-called pencil beam models (Petti 1992, Hong et al. 1996, Hollmark
et al. 2004, Bortfeld 1997) which are used in the majority of commercial treatment
planning codes. Such models are used because they are fast, typically taking less
than one minute to calculate the dose distribution depending on the complexity of
the plan. However, the analytical models used in such codes have several significant
drawbacks, notably in their treatment of multiple Coulomb scattering; this can lead
to significant inaccuracies when estimating dose deposition (for example in a strongly
inhomogeneous patient geometry, particularly when incident beams traverse parallel
to those density inhomogeneities (Paganetti 2012)).

One method of improving the accuracy of the dose deposition estimate is to
use Monte Carlo (MC) simulation - in which individual simulated primaries are
used to statistically estimate the dose deposited in the patient - to validate a
radiotherapy plan or, if fast enough, to produce the radiotherapy plan directly using
MC simulation. In recent years, many attempts have been made to produce fast
Monte Carlo codes which can produce a dose profile on a timescale rivalling that of
the semi-analytical calculations. Recent publications have shown this being done by
rewriting the simulations to utilise (for example) Graphical Processing Units (GPUs)
(Jia et al. 2012). To achieve the desired calculation speed these codes typically make
sacrifices in the accuracy of their models, for example by simplifying either the number
of materials modelled, by omitting some physical processes, or by using approximations
in the models for scattering and straggling (Kohno et al. 2002, Jia et al. 2014).

To take advantage of a GPU code must often be written in a non-portable
way, typically requiring the use of a proprietary and platform-specific language
such as CUDA (Nickolls et al. 2008). Platform-specific codes not only need a
re-implementation of physics models, but also careful validation of those model
implementations against measurements (Jia et al. 2012, Jia et al. 2014).

In this work we present a simple and effective method to obtain full physics
validation of a mock pencil beam scanning (PBS) treatment plan using simulations
built on a well-validated and portable code base. Simulation times approaching those
of the semi-analytical models are achieved through the use of cloud computing to
carry out GEANT4 simulations of the treatment plan in under 10 minutes. These
simulations were benchmarked against a local many-core cluster and for reference
against a single-core desktop machine. Comparisons of the dose distributions produced
in the cloud to those from a local cluster show the distributions to be entirely
equivalent.
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2. Use of GEANT4

GEANT4 is a general-purpose Monte Carlo framework originally developed for use
in high-energy physics simulation; however it has recently found application in the
medical physics community, particularly for radiotherapy dose calculations. GEANT4
is a well-validated code (Ahn et al. 2013, Lechner et al. 2010, Pablo G A Cirrone &
Russo 2006) with tuneable physics implementations that allow the user to strike a
balance between the speed and accuracy of simulations. Reducing the number of
phenomena considered can increase the calculation speed, but with a reduction in
accuracy. Validation in GEANT4 is done in two ways: validation of microscopic
quantities, such as cross sections, angular/energy distributions and other parameters;
validation of macroscopic quantities such as particle range, straggling and scattering
behaviour, which often involve the simulation of an entire experimental setup (Amako
et al. 2006). GEANT4 implements chosen sets of physical phenomena using the so-
called physics lists (Agostinelli et al. 2003) - these are pre-defined sets of models
which are deemed accurate enough for a given simulation need. In proton beam
therapy the physics lists needed to achieve acceptable accuracy were explored by
Grevillot (Grevillot et al. 2010) and later refined by Kurosu (Kurosu et al. 2014) for
the GEANT4-based program GATE (Jan et al. 2004). These settings have been used
in the benchmark simulations here to give a realistic timing for a representative mock
proton therapy treatment plan.

To carry out a validation of a treatment plan using Monte Carlo - for example to
assess the accuracy of a dose distribution obtained from a treatment planning system
that uses a semi-analytical algorithm - we must simulate a sufficient number of primary
incident protons drawn from a set of beam angles and positions that together define the
treatment plan and its beam sources. For the test plan used in this study 107 primary
protons are needed to obtain an uncertainty of roughly 1% in the estimate of dose
deposited within the 95% isodose surface, using the method described in Chetty et al.
(2006) to compute the dose uncertainties. A treatment plan validation simulation
requires a representation of the patient geometry, e.g. a CT image of the patient
to be treated, and a description of the treatment itself (beam energies, angles, spot
weightings etc.). Several files are also used to perform administrative functions, for
example to ensure statistical independence of the separate Monte Carlo simulations
used to determine a single dose estimate. The CT image file may be converted into
GEANT4 materials using the stoichiometric calibration presented by Schneider et.al.
(Schneider et al. 2000) and the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
database within GEANT4 for individual material properties. The CT image used here
was of an anatomical phantom developed at the Christie Hospital - known as MARVIN
(Aitkenhead et al. 2013) - digitised as 222 × 425 × 171 ≈ 16 million voxels each of
0.976×0.976×2.0 mm3 and spanning a total volume of approximately 21.6×41.4×34
cm3. Dose distributions were produced as 3D histograms recording the dose deposited
in dose grid voxels (dosels), and written to binary format files for later processing.

A mock treatment plan was devised using the RayStation treatment planning
suite (RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) version 2.9, and translated into
GEANT4 macro files. One macro file defines the image name and the properties of the
required output dose grid, and performs Monte-Carlo-specific initialisations such as
random number seeding. A second macro file defines the position, direction, spot size,
energy and intensity of each spot in the proton PBS beams to replicate the treatment
plan in GEANT4. To mimic a clinical proton treatment plan for a brain tumour, two
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Figure 1. A picture of MARVIN, a radiotherapy verification phantom developed
at the Christie Hospital. The phantom is derived from a series of patient contours
taken from CT images which are used to construct an average head and neck
shape. The phantom is constructed in ABS, with removable inserts to provide
cavities within the phantom for both ionisation chambers and film.

opposing Single Field Uniform Dose (SFUD) fields were used to obtain the desired
spherical dose distribution. The fields contain 1514 spots from the right and 1470
spots from the left, and produce a sphere of dose whose centre is around 7cm below
the surface of the head; the target volume was roughly 50cm3. In this plan, proton
energies range from 30 to 132 MeV. In total these macros require 1.3MB of disk space,
and the CT image requires a further 31MB; a compressed file archive containing the
macros and image requires 5MB. Dose distributions were produced by binning the dose
deposited in 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 dosels; this resolution was chosen to be representative of
common dose distribution resolutions used in clinical practice. The dose distribution
image covered the entire phantom volume, and contained 108× 208× 171 ≈ 4 million
dosels.

3. Computer Architectures

3.1. Local Computing

GEANT4 version 10.00.p02 was used due to the introduction in this version of the
multi-threaded event processing needed (Ahn et al. 2013); this means that several
incident protons may be tracked in parallel, with the number tracked dependent on the
number of processor cores or threads available. The use of multi-threaded GEANT4
allows for reductions to be made in the amount of RAM required to perform a
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simulation. In previous versions, multiple processes would be spawned each with their
own memory space duplicating simulation data (for example the geometry description)
which does not differ from one thread to another. The new multi-threaded version
dispenses with this duplication.

To provide a comparative baseline against which to assess the multiprocessor
systems, a simulation using a single thread on a consumer desktop computer was
performed. This was a Dell workstation with an Intel Core2 Duo dual-core processor
running at 3.00 GHz. Such a computer costs less than $1560 (£1000) when new, and
has a power consumption of around 500W.

As an example of a typically-available cluster computer, a locally-hosted server
was used, comprising 4 AMD Opteron 6174 processors running at 2.2 GHz giving a
total of 48 cores. This machine draws roughly 1kW under full load; such a system
costs approximately $8400 (£5400).

3.2. The Google Compute Engine

One of the motivations to use cloud computing for treatment plan validation is to
remove the need for local computing hardware, and thereby have a reduction in
capital cost and infrastructure. All simulations performed in this work were launched
and dispatched over a network connection with a nominal 100Mbit/sec upload and
download speed. The Google Compute Engine (GCE) service was chosen as the cloud
provider for two main reasons - ease of application development, and competitive
pricing structure.

The servers provisioning a GCE instance - a virtual machine running on the GCE
infrastructure - are Intel-based and use Xeon E5 processors running at 2.6GHz with
up to 16 threads per processor. The GCE product offering defines several machine
configurations suited to different use cases; the number of threads and RAM available
varies with the machine configuration used, as does the price. In this work the n1-
highcpu-16 configuration was used, consisting of 16 threads with 14.40GB RAM per
machine instance. 100 machine instances were created, giving a total of 1600 cores;
each machine was then used to calculate the dose from 1/100th of the total number of
required primary protons. The resulting dose distribution was then remotely combined
into a single distribution on one of the cluster instances. GCE usage is billed in per-
minute increments, and varies for the different machine configurations available. The
n1-highcpu-16 configuration used here costs $0.668 (£0.43) per hour per machine
instance with a minimum charge of 10 minutes’ usage, although this price is predicted
to fall sharply.

To minimise the initialisation time for a validation simulation, a customised disk
image was created and stored in the cloud. This disk image is copied into virtual
hard drives when a server is launched and used to boot each system. The image
contained an operating system, an installation of GEANT4, a copy of the GEANT4
application used to perform the simulation and utilities to facilitate combination of
dose distributions in the cloud. Cloud storage of this image costs $0.085 (£0.05)
per GB per month - an insignificant amount. Cloud storage is used to distribute
the treatment plan and associated CT images to the servers, and also to hold the
returned dose profiles before downloading; this is also hosted by Google and currently
costs $0.026 (£0.02) per GB per month. Network traffic to and from the Google cloud
is presently charged at a rate of $0.12 (£0.07) per GB. Fast deployment was made
possible through the use of the GCE replica pools API (Google 2014b), which allows
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users to create a pool of servers with identical properties. Random number seeds were
derived from the unique server instance IDs to ensure statistical independence of the
simulations, and these seeds were transferred to the cloud storage to facilitate repeat
running if needed. Timing was achieved by date-stamping the start and end of the
node lifetime, and transferring this data to the cloud storage for later analysis. The
cluster is instantiated using a Python script on the local client to access the GCE API
through JSON http commands; this allows very fast deployment and repeatability.

For all but the desktop computer benchmark, data has to be transferred over a
network. For the local cluster this was over a standard local 100Mbit/sec Ethernet
connection and achieved transfer speeds of 14MB/s in either direction. Transfers to the
cloud computers have to take place over the public Internet, and passed through the
institutional broadband connection of the University of Manchester. This connection
allowed transfers to and from the cloud service at approximately 3MB/sec, though this
varied considerably ranging from 2MB/sec up to 11MB/sec. After the initial upload
of a plan data can be transferred entirely within the cloud where the transfer speeds
are much higher. Given the measurements presented below, we do not believe network
speed presents a significant bottleneck; indeed, it was possible to launch benchmarks
using a domestic broadband connection without significant impact on computation
times.

4. Results

Figure 2 indicates the dose distribution produced by the mock plan. In this figure,
the dose distribution is shown overlaid on a CT image of the MARVIN phantom. As
described above, the dose distribution is spherical with a radius of 5 cm, and lies at a
depth of approximately 7 cm inside the head of the phantom.

Figure 2. Sample grids overlaid on a CT image of the MARVIN phantom. The
size and shape of the high-dose region can be seen, along with some of the internal
features of the MARVIN phantom. Deviation from a spherical dose is caused by
small inhomogeneities in the phantom which are then seen in the Monte Carlo
simulation. Each dosel is 2 × 2 × 2 mm3.
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To assess the reliability of the dose distributions computed in the cloud, a Gamma
analysis (Low et al. 1998, Low & Dempsey 2003) was performed between the cloud
dose distribution and the dose distribution produced by the local cluster. The result
of this analysis when a Gamma criterion of 3%/3mm is applied is shown in Figure 3.
At the Christie Hospital the criteria for clinical Gamma analyses are dependent on
treatment site, but 3%/3mm is typical with the requirement that 95% of all points
having a dose greater than 20% of the maximum dose must have a Gamma index less
than 1. The pass rate of the dose distributions shown in Figure 3 is 97.64%, meaning
it passes the clinical criteria. Further Gamma analysis pass rates are given in Table
1, including comparisons with stricter criteria. The sharp fall off in Gamma analysis
pass rate when the criteria is tightened to 1%/1mm is due to the increasing dominance
of statistical fluctuations in the dose distributions, and could be rectified by running
more particle histories to reduce the statistical noise.

Figure 3. Gamma analysis between the cloud-produced and the locally-produced
dose distributions. Plots A and B show the dose distributions in the regions with
dose higher than 20% of the peak dose, while the rightmost plot shows the Gamma
index map. Points whose dose is too low are coloured blue - points whose dose is
too high are red; passing points are green. A global dose-difference method was
applied in the Gamma analysis.

Table 2 shows the time in seconds for each simulation to run. Unsurprisingly, the
single-threaded simulation on the desktop machine took the longest time (31h32m43s),
and serves to illustrate the approximate number of CPU seconds required for one
simulation. The local cluster completed the simulation in approximately 80 minutes
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Table 1. Gamma analysis pass rates for various criteria levels. The pass rate
trend is as expected - tighter criteria result in lower pass rates. The sharp drop
between the 2%/2mm and 1%/1mm results is due to the increasing influence of
statistical noise, which is about 1% for this case.

Analysis Criteria Gamma pass rate
4%/4mm 98.90%
3%/3mm 97.64%
2%/2mm 93.26%
1%/1mm 74.17%

(1h20m46s). The clear winner in terms of raw simulation speed is the cloud simulation
(3m21s) but it should be remembered that this does not include the time taken to
combine and download the output data, which is an extra step not required with the
other machines.

Table 2. Times taken to simulate 10 million protons on the three tested computer
systems. These times reflect only the simulation time, and not the time taken to
combine or download the data where performed.

Computer Time (s) Time (h/m) Comments
Desktop - 3.0 GHz Intel Core2 Duo 113563 31h 32m 43s Single thread
Cluster - 2.2 GHz AMD Opteron 6174 4846 1h 20m 46s 48 threads
Cloud cluster - 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5 201 3m 21s 16 threads per node, 100

nodes. Maximum time,
not including combination
of data or download

In Table 3, the transfer and combination times for the cloud simulation are shown,
with approximate transfer speeds indicated. All data is stored in the Google cloud and
transfers are performed using the Google cloud API tool ‘gsutil’ (Google 2014d). This
tool allows parallel transfers to and from the cloud storage, which vastly improves the
download speed. The upload of the plan data described in Section 2 is only done once,
and it is distributed to the machines on startup.

Post-processing time was measured independently for simulation data produced in
the cloud and the average, maximum and minimum times for 10 post-processing runs
were recorded. The average total time spent in post-processing data from the cloud
cluster to produce a dose grid equivalent to that from the local cluster machine is 47.91
+12.07 -13.18 seconds (where +12.07 and -13.18 indicate maximum and minimum
times respectively), meaning that the minimum total time to complete the simulation,
including all data transfer and combination is 246.69 + 12.54 - 6.91 seconds - i.e. 4m7s
on average. The actual time taken depends on factors including the node launch time,
statistical variations in the node run time and the particular method used to trigger
the combination of data. The total time taken for this example calculation was 6m34s
from start to finish, including all launch times, transfers and post processing.

Table 4 shows the approximate cost of producing a validation using each of the
machines in this work, without the amortised cost of hardware included. The local
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Table 3. Network transfer and post-processing times for the simulations
performed in the GCE, showing the mean value together with the maximum
and minimum times derived from 10 separate post-processing runs over the same
simulation data. Dose grids were transferred to a ‘master’ node, where they were
combined into a single image to be compressed and uploaded to the cloud storage.
The subsequent download of this combined image was also timed.

Step Time taken (s) Transfer
speed
(MB/s)

Notes

Upload of plan data 3.45+1.78
−0.99 0.70+0.4

−0.1 Upload size: 5MB

Collation of dose data 42.37+10.55
−12.38 68.44+28.26

−13.64 Transfer 2.9GB from
cloud storage to master
instance

Combination of dose data 1.74+0.14
−0.12 N/A Final dose image size:

29MB

Download of dose data 3.80+1.38
−0.68 4.91±0.3 Compressed, total down-

load size: 18.65MB

Total post processing 47.91+12.07
−13.18

cluster is the cheapest option, but takes much longer than the cloud-based validation.
The price quoted for the GCE is that of 100 n1-highcpu-16 machines for the minimum
billing time of 10 minutes - an artificial billing constraint that in principle could be
removed. If this minimum time could be abolished, the price would drop to $4.65
(£2.98) which would make the GCE validation very competitive; in any case, prices
for the GCE instances fell 13% during the course of this work (Google 2014a), and
are expected to fall further in the coming months.

Table 4. Cost per validation using the three machines tested in this work. The
cost of electricity has been taken to be 15p/kWhr and power consumptions from
the earlier specifications are used. It is important to note that other costs, such
as hardware renewal and cooling are not included in these figures. The cost of
the GCE instances is based on the current 10-minute minimum charge levied by
Google - this cost could fall to $4.65 (£2.98).

Computer Time taken Hardware/Hire cost Total running cost (per validation)
Desktop 31h 32m 43s $1560 (£1000) $3.70 (£2.37)
Local cluster 1h 20m 46s $8400 (£5400) $0.31 (£0.20)

GCE 4m 7s $0.688/hour (£0.44/hour) $11.20* (£7.17)*
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5. Discussion

MC calculation of treatment plans was significantly faster in the GCE than in the local
cluster (by a factor of 24) and the single desktop computer (by a factor of 565) used in
this work, but is slower than fast MC codes such a gPMC (Jia et al. 2012). However,
cloud-based usage of GEANT4 has a number of advantages over GPU codes: the
relative ease of validation and modification of physics models, better out-of-field dose
accuracy due to superior physics modelling; and transparency of porting the code to
the cloud. The use of ‘vanilla’ GEANT4 means that other codes designed to simulate
radiotherapy applications - for example GATE (Jan et al. 2004) - may also be used in
the cloud, whereas codes like gPMC have specialised applications and require specific
hardware.

A high speed network is required to efficiently transfer data to and from the
cloud. It should be noted that within the cloud, all dose data transfers in this
study were done without compression meaning around 3GB were transferred inside
the cloud during each validation. Enabling compression would reduce the amount of
data to transfer by a factor of two, possibly even more. However, within-the-cloud
compression would likely result in a lower total throughput due to the time required
to compress and decompress the data. When downloading the data to a local machine
compression is beneficial and results in a transfer speed improvement of around 1.4×
over an uncompressed transfer. Given the transfer times stated above, and the general
tendency for network speeds to increase, we believe the network is not a significant
bottleneck.

Data transfer and its security may be an issue, specifically the protection of
patient confidentiality. Guidance provided by a UK government report into patient
data protection is unclear on this, with most of its recommendations being concerned
with sharing patient information for scientific studies and other similar purposes
(Caldicott et al. 2013). It is our belief that the encryption used in the transfer and
temporary storage of data in the cloud is sufficient to meet required security standards
in at least the UK, and if needed could be complemented by additional encryption
or anonymisation techniques (Google 2014c). Given the good speed of the validation
shown here, this is a topic which deserves investigation.

6. Conclusions

The test simulation completed 24 times faster in the GCE than in the local cluster and
565 times faster than in a single desktop computer with no compromise in accuracy
for a cost of $11.20 (£7.17). Computation of dose grids in the GCE is a promising
alternative to the use of a local cluster (whether conventional or GPU architecture),
with job turnaround speed being a significant potential benefit. While the time taken
to produce the dose grid in the cloud is impressive, this technique cannot readily rival
the speed of GPU-based codes such as gPMC and others for the purpose of in-field
dose calculation; however the improved accuracy of the physics models provided by
the GEANT4 toolkit should be an incentive for the use of this method. It is expected
that the price per CPU hour in cloud computing will fall faster than for locally-based
computing (Google 2014a), and provided the presently (rather arbitrary) 10 minute
minimum charge can be removed, the cloud will become ever more competitive in terms
of price per validation as well as in terms of speed. We believe that issues around the
network speed required are not significant, with the potential use of compression and
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the ever-increasing speed of internet connections mitigating against the requirement
to transfer large amounts of data. The question of the legality of dose computation in
the cloud should be looked into, as the potential benefit is large. It is our opinion that
the encryption used in the transfer and storage of data is sufficient to comply with
legal requirements, for example that data is kept within the European Union (The
Data Protection Act 1998).
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